Jade Green Speaker
For years I worked with the teams at Mindvalley and Entrepreneur Resorts to
encourage business leaders to take on the world. So I’m no stranger to facilitating
large and small scale events. Having been in the recruitment industry for 13 years
and with more than 2 decades experience building my own businesses, my passion
is helping business owners scale and build epic teams that will help them create the
positive ripples they want to see in the world.
Transitioning from helping people find their calling now I aim to come into businesses
and encourage people to re-examine their culture so that team members at every
level show up and do their best.
What roadblocks need to be removed?
What can we do to inspire them?
Are your company values just words on a wall or is there a way that you measure
how each individual is living into these beliefs.
This training and facilitation sees teams band together in ways never seen before
and has leaders looking inwards for the answers rather than outwards for the blame.
These sessions are personalised to your business or event and will challenge and
inspire the audience to take action immediately afterwards.

Topics that I jam on are...
Hiring Heroes:
For any Business Owner, Entrepreneur or Coach that is looking to scale but simply
doesn’t have the time to manage it by themselves. Why heroes? Heroes are the
ones who go above and beyond. They aren’t just there to fill a paycheck, they are
there for your mission. They will be the ones walking beside you as your stride into
battle. They go into fight for you and with you and they are proud to be part of your
organisation.
Hiring heroes focuses on the things you need to do right now to attract quality talent
into your business so that you can scale without getting stuck in the loop of hiring
and firing.
This training is also designed to help business owners decide which roles they need
to hire for right now and which ones are for them to worry about later.
The ultimate goal of this training is to help business owners create clear and concise
job advertisements that will help them attract the right talent without having to wait
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months and months hoping that someone will apply. They will leave this session with
a clear action plan of who they need and how to attract them.
Onboarding Success Systems:
Have you ever found amazing team members and suddenly like smoke POOF!
They’re gone!
Often you will hear business owners complain that they can’t find loyal or ‘good’ staff
anymore, but if we really step back and take ownership there was probably a lot
more that could have been done to avoid this situation.
When learning about my Onboarding Success System business owners will be
walked through how to create an amazing first few days and weeks for a new team
members, how they can monitor the team member’s growth across the first year, as
well as how to automate this system so that training new team members can
become a seamless time saving process in the future.
Your audience will walk away knowing how to onboard, train, and monitor team
members for growth success creating not only a sense of security for you as the
business owner but feelings of growth and happiness for your new team members as
well. A win-win for everyone involved.

Cultivating Flow:
Have you ever just felt in flow? Every task for the day seems to breeze by, your brain
is firing in all the right ways, you feel more productive, you feel happier, you feel like
everything is how it should be.
And then there are other days that are a complete grind. You feel like every moment
you are butting your head up against a wall.
Do you know what the difference between the two is?
In this session I run through what is your default energy state and how strategically
moving between energy states is key to finding flow.
Now imagine if you master this skill for yourself and gain more time in the day, let
alone when you introduce these skills to your team so you have a group of
energised, productive, and happy humans around you!

Kick Ass Kulture:
This is a deep dive session to help business owners really figure out where their
business is, where it’s going and what aligns them to that path.
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This is for anyone who is feeling stuck at the level they are at, has a team that isn’t
serving them, or just doesn’t feel that spark that they did when they started the
business.
This session helps you take your business values and virtues from being words on a
wall to a lived part of the experience of interacting with your business.
We have seen this session completely transform teams from falling apart to tight and
cohesive, from stressed management to best quarters to date.
This is the overarching session that helps me be the ripple creator I need to be and
help business owners empower their teams (and themselves) to be happier in the
workplace.
Audiences will leave this session with a fresh understanding of their business and
how to create the impact they need to have on the world.
This session works best when combined with other topics that I cover to give a fully
rounded experience to reinvigorating the business and the team.

